Controlling the Cost of Care

CENTER FOR DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING COSTS LESS THAN HOSPITAL-AFFILIATED PROVIDERS

AVERAGE COST OF CT CHEST
without contrast (CPT 71250)

CDI’s average billed rate is 64% less than the hospitals’ average billed rates for the same exam.

The amounts listed indicate an example of costs based on 2014 average billed rates. Data collected by requesting cost estimates from four Puget Sound area hospitals by phone calls placed in May 2014.
Center for Diagnostic Imaging (CDI) provides high-quality care at better rates because diagnostic imaging (MRI, Open MRI, CT, X-ray, Ultrasound) and related services (diagnostic and therapeutic injections) are all we do. We are focused on this important medical moment that helps determine your care path. This focus allows us to provide excellent services with lower overhead expenses – thus keeping our costs down.

SIMPLIFIED BILLING

CDI has a global billing policy. This means we send you a single bill for your complete visit. It’s that simple.

1 Global Fee – Combines the technical and professional fees into one bill (CDI doesn’t charge a facility fee)

Hospital providers typically send you up to three separate bills. It’s complex, confusing and expensive.

1 Facility Fee – The cost to use the building
2 Technical Fee – The cost to use the scanner and the clinic staff’s services
3 Professional Fee – The cost of the radiologist’s services

For a personalized price quote or to schedule an appointment, call 855.643.7226.
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